
 

 Chris Grigas (2013) – Technical Support Engineer at dSPACE (Digital Signal Processing and 
Controls Engineering) 

My name is Chris Grigas and I graduated from PSU in 2013. I started at the University Park campus. 
 
I started at PSU intending to major in Physics with a second major in something; although I wasn't sure 
what that second something would be at the time. At the time, and for a large portion of my college 
career, I was very sure that I would continue on and get a Ph.D in physics. 

 
My educational plans changed drastically as I went through school. I started at PSU thinking that I was 
most interested in theoretical physics, although I didn't really know what that meant at the time. As I 
took more classes I discovered that I was more interested in the experimental side of things, and so I 
joined an experimental physics research group to find out more about what that was like. While I 
enjoyed the research in that group, as time went on I found myself wanting the work that I was doing to 
be more applied in nature. It was at this point that I decided against continuing on with my physics 
studies and instead to pursue a job in engineering.  
 
I started getting involved with research at the beginning of my sophomore year. I was involved in 
research during the semester with that group until the end of my junior year. I also was funded by a 
Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) for a summer of research in that group in-between my 
sophomore and junior years.  

 
I also participated in two other REU programs. One of those was through the physics department at 
Baylor University and the other was an REU in applied mathematics through the Math department at 
PSU. The Baylor REU was a great experience with exciting research (mainly in space/plasma physics) 
organized by a bunch of very passionate and interesting people. I cannot say enough good things about 
the Baylor program and I would encourage any current PSU physics major to apply to it.  

 
The applied math REU was very interesting as well, but when I participated in it it was still in the 
development phase and the future of the program was unsure. I don't know if it will still exist when this 
profile is read, but if it does I would suggest that program as well. I especially suggest it if you are 
interested in applying your math knowledge to some unusual or unexpected subjects. For example, my 
work that summer mainly consisted of studying the scattering of fluid drops through a fine mesh screen 
with a high speed camera. 

 
My primary extracurricular activities were the Society of Physics Students and the PSU Cello Choir. I was 
both the president and the vice-president of our SPS chapter and I spent a lot of time both organizing 
and participating in SPS activities. We organized a variety of different outreach events: Exploration Day, 
Parents Families Weekend Physics Magic Show, THON child make a wish day, teaching a Cub Scout 



science badge class, etc. One of my proudest moments as SPS president was organizing a teleconference 
interview with Tarn Adams who is the developer of one of our favorite indie games, Dwarf Fortress. You 
can even find a video of the interview on YouTube (~15,000 views at the time of writing!) SPS formed 
the core of my social and educational circle while I was at Penn State and I would not have been as 
successful or happy without it. I highly recommend that any physics major join SPS, or at least hang out 
in the lounge. 
 
After graduating I got a job as a technical support engineer with a company called dSPACE, which stands 
for Digital Signal Processing and Controls Engineering. In broad strokes, as the name implies, we develop 
tools that are used to develop and test Electronic Control Units (ECUs).  What this boils down to is 
developing simulation computers that a) run in real time and b) can interact with real, physical 
hardware. There are two sides to this coin; developing the controls (called Rapid Control Prototyping or 
RCP) and testing the controls (called Hardware in the Loop or HIL).  

 
With an RCP system you put your control code on a simulator and then test its functionality against a 
real piece of hardware. A classic example would be developing an electric motor control algorithm. So in 
this case you would put your code on an RCP system, connect it to a real motor, and use it to control the 
motor. In a HIL system you simulate the entire system that you are controlling (a car for example) and 
then connect your completed ECU to the simulator and test the functionality of the ECU against your 
simulated vehicle. 

 
Some of what I do is directly related to classes that I took as an undergraduate. For example, I draw 
frequently on my Electronics class to understand the circuits that we use and I frequently use the 
programming knowledge that I developed as an undergraduate.  
 
My physics training gave me critical thinking and analytical skills that can be applied to a wide variety of 
different subjects and problems. This ability to be able to work through problems is a more valuable skill 
to me than any specific subject I learned in my degrees. It enables me to learn whatever new subjects or 
skills I am required to know to address any situation.  

 
That said, I definitely do use some of the specific subjects that I studied: numerical methods to solve 
simulations, mechanics to understand the physical bodies that we are simulating, programming to 
implement the simulations, and electronics to understand the circuits that we use for I/O, signal 
conditioning, power staging, etc. 

 
Short-term I am focused on improving my skills and knowledge directly at work. I also aim to move into 
a more development focused position (versus my current technical support position). I very much enjoy 
my current position and it has been a great way to learn, but moving into development is the direction 
that I would like to take my career in.  

 
Medium-term I aim to start working on a Master's degree in either electrical or mechanical engineering.  

 
I haven't quite figured out my long term plans yet. 
 
Join SPS. Other than that I think the key is accepting that your educational interests/goals are going to 
change, maybe more so than mine changed or maybe less. Either way you need to be able to embrace 
and fully pursue any new interests that you may have. 
 



I am on LinkedIn and I am a member of the PSU phys alumni group. I haven't gotten much use out of it 
just yet, but I get the impression that it will become more useful the more experience I have.  
 
I think one of my fonder memories will always be when we made a big snow ball on the way to our first 
electronics exam in the winter, brought it back to the lounge, stored it in the fridge until the spring, 
brought it to our final exam, and then set it on the table in the front of the room. Professor O'Hara was 
very confused as to why there was a snow ball on the table in May. 
 

 


